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A new dimension added to digital maps
You must have occasionally

used a taxi service like Ola,
Uber or a rickshaw service like
Rapido. While doing this, we
can see the booked taxi or
rickshaw coming towards us
on the map in our
smartphone, even if the taxi
or rickshaw approaches us,
but it often happens that we
have to explain to the taxi or
rickshaw driver where exactly
we are standing. Have to talk
on the phone. If you have to
tell the driver, if you tell us
about a shop or a temple etc.
that is visible to your left or
right, then we can explain to
the driver where we are
standing based on that. Why
does such a problem occur
even though the driver's and
our location is displayed very
accurately on the map on the
smartphone screen? Why do
we have to explain the
location to each other based
on the details we see around
us?““This question has
puzzled us for a long time,
just as it has puzzled the
experts in the technology of
digital maps.““Until now
Global Positioning System
(GPS) played a major role in
determining the location of
anything on a digital map.

After years of experience,
experts realized that the GPS
system is very good in every
way, but there are still many
things left unfinished. To fill
these gaps, experts have
developed a visual positioning
system (VPS) to complement
GPS.““This new technology
has reached the hands of
people through smartphones.
However, the days of reaching
our hands are far away.
Currently available in
Manhattan, New York, but
coming to Mehsana soon!““Yet
the exciting aspects of how
these two systems work are
worth revisiting, as both are
increasingly used in today's
digital life. We now know a lot
about the Global Positioning
System (GPS). This system
can determine our location on
earth based on satellites.
Originally America developed
this system for its own military
purposes and later its public
use became possible.““In the
GPS system, our location is
determined with the help of a
cluster of 30 navigation
satellites orbiting the earth.
Since these satellites are
constantly sending signals, we
can know where they are.
Talking about smartphones,

our smartphones receive GPS
signals from satellites to
determine their location on a
digital map. After receiving
signals from three or four
such satell ites, the
smartphone can calculate its
distance from all four satellites
and, based on that, determine
where it is on the map!““Even
when we are moving in the
car, similarly our constantly
changing location can be seen
as a blue dot on the map with
the help of GPS. Following
America, various countries of
the world have developed their
own GPS-like systems. India
has also developed its own
system called Navik
(Navigation with Indian
Constellation (NavIC).““But
GPS has a problem. There are
actually not one, but two
problems.““The first problem
is that since GPS is a satellite-
based system, smartphones
on the ground in cities with
skyscrapers have many
obstacles to receiving signals
from navigation satellites.
Because of this, our location
on the map is often not very
accurate (to remedy this,
techniques like A-GPS i.e.
Assisted-GPS are used. In
addition to the satellite-based
GPS in the smartphone, it also
exchanges signals with the cell
towers of the mobile to
determine our location. taken
into account).““Another
problem with GPS is

orientation. When we start
walking with a smartphone in
hand or move forward in a car,
our direction can be
determined on the map. But
when we are just standing with
the phone in hand, the
direction we are facing cannot
be determined on the digital
map! If we are walking in a
direction with the phone in
hand, the system of the phone
can understand our direction
and tell us to turn left or right.
On what basis does the system
ask us to turn left-right when
we are standing still?!““Thus in
GPS based system there is lack

of accuracy or confusion in
terms of location (location) and
orientation (direction). As we
have seen (in the text on the
left in map parlance!), even
though satellite-based GPS
systems are good, they tend to
be inaccurate or confusing in
terms of location and
orientation. Google, the
company that revolutionized
the world of digital maps,
focused on finding solutions to
these problems for the past few
years. For this the company
used the same method as we
finally explain the location to the
Ola-Uber taxi or rickshaw driver.
The challenge for the engineers
was how to make it possible to
use this simple technique of ours

on a huge scale, for people in
different places all over the
world.““If we have to explain
to someone on the phone
where he is standing on the
road, try to explain to him
about the places around us.
For example, if you see a
bridge in front of you, is there
a temple to your left? Based on
such a visual clue, both people
talking on the phone can give
each other an estimate of
where they are standing.““This
exact method is used in the
Visual Positioning System being
developed since 2018. For this,
Google has used smartphone
cameras and other sensors
and visual data from all over
the world in its servers!

Innovative products every year at the
Consumer Electronics Show

As the month of January
comes, like kites start flying in
our skies, technology
companies start flying in
America! With some
exceptions, a world-famous
tech show called the
Consumer Electronics Show
(CES) is held in America every
year, in which almost all the
small tech companies around
the world come out with their
new releases. Many of these
products may seem like fluff
at first glance, but many of
them quickly turn out to be
real. The show usually, as its
name suggests, focuses on
electronics companies, but
over the past few years, the
auto sector and the electronics
industry have become
increasingly close, so auto
companies are also taking
center stage at CES.““If you
do a little research about CES
yourself, you will know about
the many innovations that
were introduced this time, for
now let's take a stroll in the
sky of auto and 'regular'
electronics! This year at CES,
a car that can fly in the air was
introduced, which could
become a reality in the near
future, by 2026. This car can
run and fly with the help of
battery and engine. This car/
plane is a four-seater about
the size of a normal SUV. This
vehicle can be driven on the
road like a normal car and can
be taken off the road as
needed, vertically like a
helicopter! The car can fly 250
miles in the air after a single
charge! Look at the upheaval
happening in the tech world -
we know it for Walkman, TV
and then TV channels Sony
along with Honda introduced
their car at CES! As per the
new times this will be an
electric car, named 'Afila'. The
car's specifications have not
yet been revealed, but it will
have up to 45 sensors, and
will be launched in the US by
2026. The car will use AI,
Virtual Reality, Augmented
Reality etc. - The main
attraction of the car will be
entertainment! If you
remember last year in
'Technoworld' we talked about
the upcoming color changing
car with e-ink - back then it
was black and white, now it's
multicolored! This year, the
company introduced a new
concept car called 'i Vision D',
which can be made really
colorful with the touch of
buttons. The car has 240 e-
ink e-paper segments and can
be decorated with a total of
32 colors in various
combinations and patterns.

This time at CES, several new
types of laptops were
introduced, among them the
Asus company's ProArt
StudioBook laptop stands out.
This laptop for professionals
and content creators has a
powerful Intel i9 processor, but
the highlight is its screen. The
16 inch OLED display of the
laptop can be switched from
normal today view to 3D in a
blink of an eye, the funny thing
is that we don't need to wear
any special glasses for 3D
view! If you have mounted
your TV on the wall,
sometimes you have thought
about taking it off the wall for
wiring or cable connections.
The world's first wireless TV
was unveiled at CES this year
- a full 55-inch TV that's
completely wireless, Wi-Fi
powered, lightweight and can
be carried around the house
as easily as a laptop. With
vacuum technology it can be
placed anywhere without
mounting. It can run for up to
30 days on a single charge on
the battery. CCTVs spy on us
all around, but now they have
even infiltrated cars off the
road, for our benefit, of
course. You may have
occasionally heard of 'dash
cams' that can be fitted to a
car's dashboard, but at CES a
more advanced dash cam was
introduced, which records
continuously, day and night,
the footage from the
dashboard on the road and
inside the car, in the cloud.
uploads. This footage can be
very useful in case of an
accident, you can stop the
internal recording whenever
you want. This time at CES,
several new types of laptops
were introduced, among them
the Asus company's ProArt
StudioBook laptop stands out.
This laptop for professionals
and content creators has a
powerful Intel i9 processor, but
the highlight is its screen. The
16 inch OLED display of the
laptop can be switched from
normal today view to 3D in a
blink of an eye, the funny thing
is that we don't need to wear
any special glasses for 3D
view! If you have mounted
your TV on the wall,
sometimes you have thought
about taking it off the wall for
wiring or cable connections.
The world's first wireless TV
was unveiled at CES this year
- a full 55-inch TV that's
completely wireless, Wi-Fi
powered, lightweight and can
be carried around the house
as easily as a laptop. With
vacuum technology it can be
placed anywhere without

mounting. It can run for up to
30 days on a single charge on
the battery. CCTVs spy on us
all around, but now they have
even infiltrated cars off the
road, for our benefit, of
course. You may have
occasionally heard of 'dash
cams' that can be fitted to a
car's dashboard, but at CES a
more advanced dash cam was
introduced, which records
continuously, day and night,
the footage from the
dashboard on the road and
inside the car. , in the cloud.
uploads. This footage can be
very useful in case of an
accident, you can stop the
internal recording whenever
you want. The login code goes
to an email address or mobile
number that is now out of your
reach,““Someone else has
created a new account with
your name, photograph or
other details““Your account
has been disabled for any
other reason““There is no
guarantee that we will be able
to access our account again
with the help of this site but
some help from the company
has started now. Earlier we
had to take help from
Instagram's support which
mostly didn't really help at
all.““A new way to regain
account access““Along with
this new site, we also know
how friends on Instagram can
help if we lose access to our
Instagram account.““This
feature has been launched for
everyone on Instagram since
last month, i.e. December
2022.““If we cannot login to
our Instagram account, the
system can prove our identity
with the help of two friends
on Instagram. For that, the
previously remembered
password remains yours. After
that, we can select any two
insta friends. These friends
have to verify within 24 hours
that the account belongs to
us.““However, hackers have
started taking advantage of
this feature as well. In fact,
this feature allows the system
to contact those friends if a
person loses access to their
account, then tells the system
two friends. But hackers in
their own way try to trick the
system by sending the same
message to different people.
When we are on a tour with
our family, we get tired of
taking family selfies, so we
think of giving the phone to
someone else and requesting
them to take our proper family
photograph.““Sometimes we
are so excited to take a photo
that we don't think about the
danger of leaving our phone
in the hands of a complete
stranger. Thus, if that person
is right in front of our eyes and
the matter is only for a minute
or two, there is no special

danger. But if the phone is
unlocked, that person can
make mistakes in the name of
proper composition or focus or
take more than one photo
while taking a photo of our
group and in the meantime
can make holes in our phone.
Even by mistake and luck, if
we hand an unlocked phone
to the wrong person in the
hands of a wrong and tech-
savvy person, they can do
something dangerous to our
phone within twenty-four
minutes. This is rare, but not
impossible.““To avoid this
from happening, if you have
kept the camera shortcut on
the phone's lock screen, the
phone can be safely handed
to a stranger by simply
opening the camera without
unlocking the entire phone.
After this that person can only
take a photograph with our
phone. It cannot see or do
anything else on the
phone.““Apart from that, there
are some ways that we can
use our smartphone to other
people only for calls or other
basic functions, but not to see
everything, we will talk about
it again sometime. Some time
ago we in 'Technoworld' talked
about how the iPhone can
send messages for help in an
emergency, even when there
is no mobile network, using
satellite connectivity. We have
also talked about how this
feature is saving people's
lives. Now there is news that
a similar feature is coming to
Android phones too!
Qualcomm has announced
that it will enable two-way
satellite communication in
high-end Android
smartphones. Earlier, it was
also confirmed by the Android
company that most likely the
14th version of the Android
operating system will have
satellite connectivity (currently
the 13th version has arrived).
Qualcomm company has taken
the help of Iridium satellites
for this. These satellites can
cover every corner of the
world

Wrong signal: On MediaOne
The Kerala High Court

judgment upholding the
Government’s revoking the
broadcasting permission given
to Malayalam news channel
MediaOne is plainly wrong.
The I&B Ministry did not renew
the channel’s permission to
uplink and downlink signals
after the Union Home Ministry
declined security clearance.
The company and some
employees challenged the
action. The court seems to
have endorsed the
Government’s stand that it was
a national security issue and,
therefore, there was no need
to observe the principles of
natural justice. The
Government claimed there
were sufficient reasons, even
though they were not
disclosed. It is unfortunate that
the court chose to accept the
submission of documents in a
sealed cover and agree with
the authorities that there were
intell igence inputs that
warranted the denial of
security clearance, without the
petitioners being shown the
contents. The court’s decision
goes against emerging
jurisprudence that any
restriction on fundamental
rights must not only be
reasonable, as permitted in
the Constitution, but also
withstand the test of
proportionality. In this case,

broadcasting involves the
inter-connected rights
concerning media freedom,
freedom to disseminate
information and the freedom
to consume information. All
these fall under the
framework of freedom of
speech and expression. The
court seems to have accepted
the restriction without
examining its reasonableness
in any way. It has negated not
only the channel’s right to
broadcast but also its viewers’
right to know.

It is astounding that the
court dismissed the precedent
set in a recent case that
national security cannot be
used as a pretext to avoid any
judicial examination of
restrictions imposed by the
state. Raising the spectre of
national security did not give
a free pass to the Government,
the court had noted in the case
involving allegations of the use
of Pegasus, a spyware,
against citizens. By claiming
that it was in a case that
involved the ‘right to privacy’
and not germane to the
MediaOne case, the judge
seems to have erred. The
need for circumspection
against the bogey of national
security being raised to deny
or curtail fundamental rights
is a general principle, and not
confined to a particular right.
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Brakes India forays intolubricants
with the all-new brand Revia

Ahmedabad, Brakes India,
one of the most trusted names
in the automotive sector for
safety & quality, forays into the
lubricants segment, in the all-
new Revia brand. Leveraging
Brakes India's strong
distribution network and 60+
years of rich legacy, the
company is diversifying into
the engine oil spacecatering
toboth passenger cars and
commercial vehiclessegments
with its newest brand.

S Sujit Nayak, Vice
President and
Head,Aftermarket Business,
Brakes India said, "Established
for over 6 decades, Brakes
India is known in the
automotive industry for safety
components from TVS Girling,
TVS Apache and TVS Sprinter.
We are very excited to launch
the engine oil inour new brand

- Revia." Revia engine oilhas
a wide product portfolio with9
grades of engine oil - 5 for
Passenger carsand 4 for
commercial vehicles. The
company also offers the
premium fully synthetic range
for SUVs and MUVs. Revia
15W40 CK4 engine oil is
compliant with latest BS6
norms and caters to all new
generation engines. Speaking
of the product range, Sujit
explained, "Revia engine oil is
formulated to provide
maximum engine protection
and efficiency under extreme
driving conditions. Advanced
additives in Revia engine oil
like HyperZDP technology
for passenger cars and
turbo boosters for
commercial vehicles, boosts
engine longevity and
performance." (19-10)

Trailer of Saas, Bahu aur Flamingo shows women
at war taking charge on Disney+ Hotstar!

Ahmedabad, There is
nothing more powerful than a
woman at war. Homi
Adajania’s Saas Bahu aur
Flamingo takes this norm
forward, introducing us to
women who are badass,
resilient and not afraid to own
their choices. Disney+ Hotstar
dropped the trailer of their
upcoming series, Saas, Bahu
aur Flamingo today, which
showcases the gritty and
action-packed battle that this
new saas, bahus and beti
embark upon to protect what’s
rightfully theirs!

A high-octane, and intense
drama, Saas, Bahu aur
Flamingo brings together a
powerful ensemble cast
including the undisputed
queen Dimple Kapadia, along

with the talented
Radhika Madan,
Angira Dhar, and
Isha Talwar in
pivotal roles. The
series also stars
Naseerudin Shah,
Ashish Verma,
Varun Mitra, Udit
Arora, Deepak
Dobriyal and

Monica Dogra amongst
others. Produced by Maddock
Films, Saas, Bahu aur
Flamingo is directed and
created by the uber-talented
Homi Adajania and will stream
on Disney+ Hotstar starting
5th May 2023.

Homi Adajania, Director
and Creator of Saas, Bahu aur
Flamingo said, “Saas, Bahu
aur Flamingo is not for the
faint-hearted. As you immerse
in this saas-bahu household
many skeletons tumble out of
closets and mayhem reigns
when these inimitable
characters fight for power and
protect what’s rightfully theirs.
The women in the show are
spartans - you’d have to have
a death-wish if you confronted
them on any turf!” (19-8)

Gujarat Kicks-off Design for
Hydrogen Valley Project

Ahmedabad, Through the
first stakeholder'sconsultation
meeting, held in Ahmedabad
on 21st April 2023, Gujarat
kicked-off the much-
anticipated Hydrogen Valley
Project in the state with the
aim to develop a localized
hydrogen value chain where
it serves more than one end
sector or application in
mobi l ity, industry, and
energy.The meeting was
jointly organized by iCreate in
collaboration with the
Department of Science and
Technology, Government of
India, and the Office of the
Principal Scientific Adviser to
the Government of India. Mr.
Sunil Parekh, a Board Member
of the FICCI National
Executive Council, served as

one of the co-chairs for the
event. Speaking on the
occasion, Mr. Avinash Punekar,
CEO of, iCreate said, "With the
help of innovation and
technology, India has always
been at the forefront of
positive climate action globally.
iCreate is proud to be leading
the Gujarat Hydrogen Valley
Consortium, which will be
integral to meeting India's
commitment to reduce the
Emissions Intensity of its GDP
by 45 percent by 2030. iCreate
is confident that working
together with a common
synergy will lead to the
creation of a unique and
supremely successful
Hydrogen Valley Project model
to be implemented across
India." (19-10)

AI and human intelligence can enhance
business efficiency - Alok Bansal

Ahmedabad, Artificial
Intelligence (AI) is rapidly
transforming businesses with
streamlined processes,
improved functionalities,
accurate anomaly detection,
and faster data aggregation.
This has also led to the
concern that AI may replace
a large number of human jobs
in the future and debates are
rife about whether tools such
as ChatGPT, DALL-E 2, and
Notion AI are valuable
resources or a threat to
human creativity. However as

indicated in a 2023
TeamLease Digital report,
titled ‘iCET- Forces Shaping
Future of Technology,’ AI
also has the potential to
create new employment
opportunities. The report in
fact says that currently, India
has around 45,000 job
openings in AI. Alok Bansal,
the MD of Visionet Systems
India and Global Head of
BFSI business is optimistic as
well and believes that AI and
human endeavor can
synergistically open new
employment frontiers. He
says, "Collaborative
intelligence is going to be the
next frontier and I don't
foresee AI replacing human
skills but supplementing
them. AI and human
intelligence can enhance
business efficiency in tandem
and when machines and
humans work together,
companies gain significant
and lasting performance
gains."(19-10)

Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings Charts a Path
towards Net Zero Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Ahmedabad, Norwegian

Cruise Line Holdings Ltd.
(NYSE: NCLH) (the
"Company"), a leading global
cruise company which
operates Norwegian Cruise
Line, Oceania Cruises and
Regent Seven Seas Cruises,
today launched its revamped
climate action strategy along
with short- and near-term
greenhouse gas ("GHG")
targets to support the
Company's ambitious pursuit
of net zero by 2050. These
actions underscore the
Company's robust
commitment to
decarbonization as part of its
global sustainability program,
Sail & Sustain. "We are proud
to further refine and
strengthen our climate action

strategy and commitments
including by setting
milestone GHG intensity
reduction targets which will
guide us on our ambitious
pursuit of net zero by 2050,"
said Harry Sommer,
president and chief executive
officer-elect of Norwegian
Cruise Line Holdings Ltd.
"Every aspect of our business
from shoreside to shipboard
is responsible for doing their
part to design, deliver and
demonstrate results for
decarbonization and our
Board of Directors has
reinforced this expectation
by establishing shared
accountability and tying
incentives for our entire
management team to this
critical effort. –
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Dummy candidate racket: AAP leader Yuvrajsinh
Jadeja 'falls ill,' given time till April 21

PARTICIPATION OF INDIAN AIR
FORCE IN EXERCISE INIOCHOS-23

RAJKOT: High drama was
witnessed in Bhavnagar, the
epicenter of the despicable
dummy candidate racket, on
Wednesday when AAP leader
and vociferous education
activist Yuvrajsinh Jadeja, was

summoned for questioning by
the special investigation team.

A day after releasing a
video promising to cooperate
with the probe, Jadeja failed
to appear before the cops
citing ill health, and sought 10

more days. Jadeja, who is
under scanner for allegedly
demanding money for not
revealing a few names,
reached the city in the
morning to report in the
special operations group
(SOG) office by 12 noon.

He addressed the media
too and reiterated full support
and cooperation in the
investigation. Jadeja also
announced that he would first
offer prayers at a temple a km
away from SOG office and
then reach on foot.

To maintain law and order,
police barricaded the entire
SOG office, banned the entry
of outsiders including media,
and deployed heavy
bandobast. Even as senior
police officers kept waiting for
him, Jadeja suddenly
conveyed a message that he
had fallen ill and would not be
able to come for questioning.

Jadeja was issued
summons under CrPC 161
asking him to appear before
the SIT on Wednesday as he
has constantly been claiming to
have crucial information about
more dummy candidates.
Police then issued fresh
summons asking Jadeja to
appear before SIT on April 21.
Officials said they have given
him one more opportunity as
per the principle of natural
justice. Meanwhile, Bhavnagar
police claimed to have
collected primary evidence of
financial translation against
Jadeja. Addressing the media,
Bhavnagar range inspector
general of police (IGP),
Gautam Parmar, said, "There
are some allegations against
Jadeja regarding financial
translations.

Lockdown in India yet 21,000 caught at US borders in 2020

The Indian Air Force
(IAF) will be participating in
Exercise INIOCHOS-23, a
multi-national air exercise
hosted by the Hellenic Air
Force.  The exercise will be
conducted at the Andravida
Air Base in Greece from 24
Apr 2023 to 04 May 2023.
The Indian Air Force will be
participating with four Su-30
MKI and two C-17 aircraft.

The objective of the
exercise is to enhance
international cooperation,
synergy and interoperability

amongst the participating Air
Forces. The exercise will be
conducted in a realistic combat
scenario involving multiple types
of air and surface assets.  It will
also enable the participating
contingents to engage in
professional interactions,
providing valuable insight into
each other’s best practices.

AHMEDABAD: As the
world grappled with the
Covid-19 pandemic, India
enforced a nationwide
lockdown to curb the spread
of the deadly virus. While
movement was restricted,
one thing that seemed to slip
under the radar was a large
number of Indians attempting
to cross the US border
il legally. Despite the
restrictions, the US Customs
and Border Police (USCBP)
reported apprehending an
average of nearly 2,000
people per month in 2020.
The figures show that during

the lockdown between March
and May, the USCBP caught
1,937 people in March, 1,767 in
April, and 2,200 in May at both
the south and north borders of
the US. Throughout the year,
thousands of Indians chose to
risk their lives and attempted
illegal entry into the US border
during a global health crisis. The
numbers ranged from 1,302 in
July, the lowest, to 2,611 in
December 2020, the highest. As
many as 21,104 were caught
trying to smuggle themselves
across the border in 2020 — a
year when thousands of migrant
labourers in the country

struggled to return to their
native places, with many dying
due to stalled public
transportation. India had
banned scheduled flights in
March 2020 in the wake of the
coronavirus pandemic. A few
overseas flights were operated
under bilateral air bubble
agreements with 37 countries.
Scheduled international flight
services resumed only two

years later, in March 2022. Yet,
in 2021, which saw the deadliest
Covid wave in the country, the
number of illegal immigrants
was higher than in 2020. In
January 2021, 2,300 people
were caught crossing the US
border illegally. By December
2021, the figure rose to 4,486,
with 34,630 people caught at the
US border the entire year.

Sources privy to the

development said most of these
people were believed to be from
Gujarat or Punjab. Sources
added that while some people
caught during the lockdown in
the US may have flown out of
India before March, it is still a
mystery how the US agencies
continued to apprehend illegal
Indian immigrants throughout
the period India closed its
borders.
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Paw-rents get worry-free vacations
thanks to pet hostels in Ahmedabad

A H M E D A B A D :
Debashree Das, an
Ahmedabad-based HR
professional, is an ardent
traveller. While she includes
her pet cocker spaniel, Mojo,
for most trips many a time
their impromptu nature and
work calls don't allow her to
take Mojo along.

"Whenever I am away
for three or four days, I put
my pet at a pet hostel, and I
am relieved for those days.
They not only provide clean
accommodation but also
proper food and the requisite
care. They have a pool and
playground where pets can
enjoy themselves. I also get
updates on his well-being
every day," said Das.

With the number of pet
parents growing in
Ahmedabad, pet hostels and
boarding faci l it ies have
mushroomed and are doing
brisk business.

Richa Singh, founder of
Bowsome Retreat, a boarding
facility for dogs, said, "People
drop off their dogs for periods
ranging from three to 20
days. We send them pictures
and make video calls to keep
the pet parents updated about
their dogs."

"Food, boarding,
medical care, walking and
other needs are taken care of.
If there are addit ional
requirements put forth, we
ensure they're taken care of,"
said Singh.

Boarding faci l i t ies
typically have kennels with
coolers or even air
conditioners to keep pets
comfortable during the
scorching summer. There are

play areas and dedicated
spaces for baths and walks,
where dogs can socialize and
play and get adequate
exercise. Vegetarian and non-
vegetarian meals for dogs are
provided, as asked for by pet
parents. Boarding facilities
charge between Rs 500 and
Rs 1,500 per dog per day,
depending on the breed and
requirements.

While new facilities
have come up, many are
looking to expand given the
growing number of requests.
Many times pet parents are
unable to travel with older
dogs or those with special

needs. Boarding facilities are
increasingly providing
facilities for such animals as
well.

Suhani Gehlot, founder
of Scooby's - The Dog Resort,
said, "We also get dogs that
are diabetic or insul in
dependent and need extra
care. We have special
facilities for such dogs. We
also have facilities that can
serve older dogs so they don't
have to walk long distances."

Many pet lovers and
trainers also independently
take care of pets while their
parents go on vacation.
"During vacations, a lot of
families of pets whom I have
trained approach me to
foster their dogs while they're
away and I try to
accommodate them. I usually
take in one small dog at a
time. I live in an apartment
with a pet of my own," said
Salomi Gupte, an
Ahmedabad-based canine
behaviourist, who is in the
process of launching her own
pet boarding facility in the city.

Land reserved for
parking sold off on
forged revised plan,

signs in Rajkot
RAJKOT: A land parcel

reserved for parking in the
industrial cluster in Kotda
Sangani taluka of Rajkot
district was transferred and
sold off to a private person
using a forged revised plan
with and fake signature of a
taluka development office.

The scam, which was
executed in 2021 came to
light recently when a person
claimed the ownership of the
land reserved for common
parking.

A complaint was
registered by Bharat
Khanpura, who runs an
engineering unit in three plots
of the cluster. This land was
converted into non-
agriculture in 1988 and
divided into 13 plots.

According to the
original plan, the open space
between plot number 10 and
11 was reserved for the
common road and parking for
the cluster and it is being used
for this purpose by all the
industrialists for the past
many years.

The industrialists came
to know that the person
named Thakarshi Vadodariya,
who converted this land into
non-agriculture (NA) in 1988
had created bogus revised NA
order in 2001, made a forged
revised plan of plotting and
the common space reserved
for roads and parking with the
plot number 14 and sold it in
2021. The buyer Vinod Desai
wanted to construct his
factory which would block the
roads for other industries. He
had the sale deed and layout
plan of the cluster. When this
was matched with the original
plan, the entire scam came
to light. However, Desai sold
this land which had two more
owners later. When the
complainant tried to find the
record of this revised plan
from the revenue office, he
could not get any. A complaint
was registered against
Vadodariya, Desai, Sandeep
Udhreja and Vishal Mehta
under relevant IPC sections.

7 students caught for
harassing schoolgirls

Ra j ko t :  S e ven
students inc luding two
minors were detained for
a l l e ged l y  h a r a s s i n g
s choo l - go i ng  g i r l s  o n
Shanala Road in Morbi
town.

The  Mo rb i  p o l i c e
swung into action after
two videos of girls being
harassed went viral on
social media.

Morbi City A division
po l i c e  a r r e s t ed  Rahu l
Pate l  (19) ,  Nayan Ko l i
(20), Akshay Zala (18),
Da r shan  Keshu r  ( 18 ) ,
Arun Jadav (18), and two
minors.

A c co r d i ng  t o  t h e
complaint, the two videos
had s ta r ted  do ing  the
rounds on social media on

February 20. In one video,
one of the accused creates
obstacles in the way of
girls going to school near
a  s upe rma r ke t  and
another  one was seen
making vulgar gestures.

Two  o t he r s  we re
seen helping them. These
students were also seen
screaming and scaring the
girls.

In  ano the r  v i deo ,
some of the accused are
s een  ob s t r u c t i n g  t h e
r oad s  and  c r e a t i n g
hurdles on the roads for
general traffic.

A c co r d i ng  t o  t h e
pol ice,  a l l  the accused
s t uden t s  en r o l l e d  i n
v a r i o u s  s c hoo l s  a nd
colleges.

Ahmedabad airport’s departure
terminal gets a revamp

AHMEDABAD:  The
departure area of Sardar
Va l l a bhbha i  Pa t e l
International Airport is
go i ng  t h r ough  ma j o r
revamping to  enhance
passenger experience and
increase  secur i ty  ho ld
a rea  ow ing  to  rap id l y
g r ow i ng  pa s s enge r
traffic.

The  expans i on  a t
level 1 in the security hold
area will add to facilities
and amenities to meet the
f a s t - g r ow i ng  t r a f f i c
demand. The baby-care
room and Smoking lounge
will also be revamped as
part of ongoing work.

The  c i t y  a i r po r t ’ s
p a s s enge r  f o o t f a l l s
r e c en t l y  c r o s s ed  10
million (1 crore) recently.
“W i t h  t h e  v o l ume  o f
aircraft  movement and
pa s senge r s  g r ow i ng
exponen t i a l l y,  SVP I
a i r po r t  i s  c on s t an t l y
pu t t i n g  i n  e f f o r t s  t o
enhance the connectivity

for passengers and further
imp rove  c u s t ome r
e xpe r i e n ce  b y
i n f r a s t r u c t u r e
deve lopment,”  the c i ty
airport authorities said in
a statement.

W i t h  t h e
reengineering, the area
within the terminal will be
i n c r e a s ed  t o
a c commoda t e  mo re
facilities, including baby-
c a r e  r oom ,  smok i ng
lounge, a wider choice of
f o od  and  beve r age s
ou t l e t s ,  n a t i o na l  a nd
i n t e rna t i ona l  b r anded
r e t a i l  o u t l e t s ,  mo r e
seating area to match the
global standards.

The renovation and
expans ion  o f  the  f i r s t
floor at T1 is likely to be
comp l e t ed  i n  t h r e e
months to get a fresh and
modern look. However,
some essential services
w i l l  b e  a va i l a b l e  t o
passengers  wi th in  one
month.

The President of
India, Smt Droupadi Murmu
graced the opening of
Rashtrapati Niwas, Mashobra
for public viewing today .  It
will be open for visitors from
April 23, 2023 between 10 am
and 5 pm, except Mondays and
other government holidays.

During the tour,
visitors can have glimpses of
the 173 year-old heritage
building from inside. They can
also walk through its lawns,
orchards and nature trails.
For visitors’ convenience there
will be provision for
cloakroom, wheelchair, café,
souvenir shop, restrooms,
water dispensers and a first
aid set up. One can book slot
for guided tour of the
Rashtrapati Niwas at https://

vis it .rashtrapatibhavan.
gov.in/.

Earlier in the day, the
President visited the Indian
Institute of Advanced Study in
Shimla which was established
by the former President of
India, Dr S Radhakrishnan,
with the aim to promote high-
quality academic work in
humanities, social sciences
and natural sciences.

PRESIDENT OF INDIA GRACES THE OPENING OF RASHTRAPATI
NIWAS, MASHOBRA FOR PUBLIC FROM APRIL 23
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Woman ends life, ties to kill daughter

Rahul Gandhi moves Gujarat HC after
lower court rejects plea on conviction

Ahmedabad : Congress
leader Rahul Gandhi on
Tuesday moved the Gujarat
high court after a sessions
court rejected his plea to stay
his conviction in the "Modi
surname" case.

The former Congress
president's lawyer has

submitted a
scanned copy of
the application to
the HC and will
file the signed
copy tomorrow.

R a h u l ' s
move comes just
days days after
he vacated his
official bungalow

surname remarks made in
Kolar in Karnataka in 2019.

He moved a sessions
court against the magistrate's
order but his plea was
rejected. A relief on his
conviction and disqualification
could have paved the way for
him to retain his official
bungalow, allotted to him as
a Wayanad MP. The 52-year-
old Congress leader was
elected to the Lok Sabha from
Wayanad in Kerala in 2019.

He was disqualified a
day after the lower court
sentenced him to two years in
jail on March 23 in connection
with the case filed by BJP MLA
Purnesh Modi.

in Delhi following his
disqualification as a Lok Sabha
member.

The former Congress
chief was disqualified from
Parliament after a Surat court
convicted him and awarded a
two-year sentence in a
defamation case over his Modi

12 EMPLOYEES OF WESTERN RAILWAY FELICITATED
WITH GENERAL MANAGER'S SAFETY AWARD

Shri Ashok Kumar Misra - General Manager of Western Railway is seen along with
Additional General Manager, Principal Chief Safety Officer and the recipients of
GM's Safety Award.

Ahmedabad, Shri Ashok
Kumar Misra - General
Manager of Western Railway
felicitated 12 employees from
the six divisions of WR for their
outstanding work which
resulted in safe train working.
These employees were
awarded in appreciation of
their alertness in duty and
contribution towards averting
untoward incidents, during the
months of February & March
2023 and thereby ensuring the
safety of train operations. Out
of the 12 employees, 5 are
from Vadodara Division, 2 from
Ratlam Division & Rajkot
Division each and 1 from

Mumbai Central, Ahmedabad
and Bhavnagar Divisions each.
The meeting was attended by
the Principal Head of
Departments (PHODs) while
the Divisional Railway
Managers of all Divisions
attended the meeting through
video conferencing. According
to a press release issued by
Shri Sumit Thakur, Chief Public
Relations Officer of Western
Railway, Shri Misra
appreciated the alertness of
the staff who were being
awarded and mentioned that
they are exemplary role
models for everyone to
emulate. The employees

awarded showed their great
zeal and commitment towards
safe running of trains in
various areas of safety such
as detection of rail & track
fracture, hairline crack in
wheel, emergency brakes
applied to save untoward
incident, detection of brake
binding & sparkling in wheel,
hot axles and timely informing
about spark & smoke in
passing train. Western
Railway is proud of all the
awardee employees who with
their prompt action and
alertness helped to avert the
possibility of any untoward
incidence.

Rajkot: For the last four
months, Kamla Muchhadiya
(37) had been struggling to
make ends meet as her
husband couldn’t work due to
a mental ailment that he
developed after being brutally
gored by a stray bull. Fed up
with poverty, Kamla consumed
acid and forced it down the
throat of her five-year-old
daughter too on April 22. On
Sunday, Kamla succumbed
during treatment in the Rajkot
Civil Hospital while her
daughter was still under
treatment. Kamla and her
family lived in Manekvada
village of Junagadh district’s

Keshod taluka where her
husband Govind worked as a
farm labourer. Police said a
few months ago, Govind was
attacked by a bull in which he
received severe injuries in the
head, back, and hands.  He
was hospitalized for six days
and shifted to Rajkot for
further treatment. However,
the attack inflicted severe
mental trauma on Govind and
his mental condition was not
good.

 He stopped working and
the Kamla had to shoulder the
entire responsibility of running
the family.

The couple has two

daughters, the elder one is 16
years old. Govind’s mother
also lives with them. Kamla
and her family l ived in
Manekvada vil lage of
Junagadh district’s Keshod
taluka where her husband
Govind worked as a farm
labourer. On April 22 night, the
family members woke up
hearing screeches of their
younger daughter. Seeing that
Kamla and the girl had
consumed acid, they were
taken to a hospital in Keshod
and later referred to Junagadh
Civil Hospital. As their
condition did not improve, they
were brought to Rajkot.
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Wet weather
prevails in

Rajkot, Junagadh

RAJKOT: Unseasonal
rain over the last two days
brought some respite from
the blistering heat but farmers
in the region continue to stare
at a deluge of worries.Wet
weather has prevailed in parts
of Rajkot and Junagadh, the
hub of kesar mango which is
under threat due to the
inclement weather in peak
summer.

According to the
reports, there were showers
in several parts of Junagadh
district with heavy downpours
accompanied by gales and
thunderstorms. Glasses of a
commercial complex were
shattered due to the winds.

Unseasonal rainfall was
reported in the coastal
Jafrabad taluka of the Amreli
district.

The wind and rain also
damaged some kutcha
houses in the villages of
Dhoraji and Upleta since
Thursday.

According to the
weather forecast rain shower
would continue for the next
two days in parts of
Saurashtra.

Many parts of south
Gujarat too have received
rainfall in the last two days.
There have been at least six
bouts of unseasonal rainfall in
most parts of the state over
the last two months, dealing
severe damage to standing
and harvested crop.

The India Meteorological
Department (IMD) attributed
to western disturbance. “Light
rain with thundershowers are
very likely at isolated places
in Banaskantha, Dang,
Narmada Tapi districts and
Junagadh, Amreli, Bhavnagar,
Rajkot on Sunday.

Leopard spotted
near Por village

Vadodara: A leopard
hunted a bovine on Por-
Kashipura Road on the
outskirts of the city on
Saturday night. Locals said
that they have been sighting
the big cat in their area for
the past three days.

Following the kill, the
forest department kept a cage
near the village to trap the
leopard.

“About three leopards
have been spotted near Por

and the other adjacent
villages. Locals have seen
them venturing near their
houses too and it has spread
scare in the villages,” said
Dhaval Rana of Wildlife Rescue
Trust.

Ten days ago, a leopard
was spotted in Itola village and
it had been preying on
buffaloes and dogs. The forest
officials rescued the leopard
and released it in Jambughoda
sanctuary.

Insurer told to pay 70% of claim
filed 103 days after vehicle theft

VADODARA: People who
forgot or couldn’t file a claim
for vehicle theft insurance
within 48 hours can take heart
that they may still be entitled
to a full or partial payment.
The Vadodara district
consumer disputes redressal
commission ordered an
insurance firm to pay 70% of
the claim amount in a case in
which the petitioner had filed
for it more than 100 days after
the theft.

Ashish Gandhi filed a
complaint with the forum
against IFFCO Tokio General
Insurance Company in May

2022 after his insurance claim
was rejected. Gandhi stated
that he had bought the
motorbike in 2016 and got it
insured with IFFCO Tokio for
February 2021 to February
2022.

Gandhi’s bike was stolen
in October 2021 and he filed
an online complaint on the
police app after three months.
IFFCO Tokio said Gandhi had
flouted the rules by not
informing the company about
the theft within 48 hours.
IFFCO Tokio said Gandhi
informed police 97 days after
the theft and the insurer after

103 days.
The insurance firm said

Gandhi was negligent and he
forgot to lock the vehicle’s
steering on the day of the
theft. But the forum observed
that there was no proof of
that.

Gandhi contended that
he was searching for his bike
for three months, but he
couldn’t find it following which
he filed the claim. But the
forum said it was not possible
that someone would keep
searching for the stolen
vehicle for 97 days and inform
the insurance firm after 103
days.

Considering this as a
flouting of terms of the policy,
the forum ordered the firm to
pay 70% of the vehicle’s price
on the day it was stolen. It
ordered the insurer to pay Rs
14,973 with 8% interest from
the day of the complaint to the
day it is paid. The order also
directs the insurer to pay Rs
1,000 each for legal cost and
mental harassment caused to
Gandhi.

Rs 48 lakh recovered in Jadeja
‘extortion case’: Police

Ahmedabad : The police
Monday said they have
recovered Rs 48 lakh of the
Rs 1 crore allegedly extorted
by arrested Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) leader and paper leak
whistleblower Yuvrajsinh
Jadeja. “Rs 10 lakh was
recovered from Bipin Trivedi
and Ghanshyam Ladhwa (who
were arrested Saturday),

Meanwhile, a
Bhavnagar local court Monday
sent Kanbha to police custody
until April 29. Of the six
booked in the alleged extortion
case, which branched out of
the investigations into the
Bhavnagar dummy candidate
case, four, including Jadeja,
have been arrested so far.

According to an official

release of the Bhavnagar
police, Kanbha has revealed
that of the total Rs 1 crore
given by PK Dave and Pradeep
Baraiya — accused in the
dummy candidate case — a
share was given to a friend
named Jeet Mandaviya on
April 12 on Jadeja’s advice. “Rs
38 lakh was recovered from a
bag at Mandaviya’s residence
in Bhavnagar’s Rupani circle,”
the release said.

It also said that Rs 5
lakh each was paid to Trivedi
and Ladhwa who worked as
middlemen in the alleged
extortion case. All the arrested
have been remanded to police
custody till April 29.

while Rs 38 lakh was
recovered from
Kanbha, one of the
brothers-in-law of
Jadeja, who was
arrested Sunday,”
said Bhavnagar circle
police inspector AD
Khat.

Heatwave likely in Kutch,
Gujarat to see mercury surge

Ahmedabad: AFTER a
brief respite, the maximum
temperature is expected to
rise by 2-4 degrees Celsius
this week across Gujarat, as
per the India Meteorological
Department (IMD). The
weather office has also issued
a heat wave warning for Kutch.
On Sunday, the mercury shot
up to 41 degrees Celsius in
Amreli as it recorded the
highest maximum
temperature in the state.

“Heatwave is very likely
to be reported in the pockets
of the Kutch district. Along
with Kutch, with rising
temperatures, the maximum
temperature is very likely to
be 40-42 degree Celsius in the
pockets of Ahmedabad,
Gandhinagar, Banaskantha,
Sabarkantha, Rajkot, Amreli,
and Surendranagar in the
coming three-four days,” said
IMD regional director
Manorama Mohanty. The
highest maximum
temperature recorded in
Gujarat on Sunday was in
Amreli at 41 degrees Celsius.
This was followed by Rajkot
at 40.5 degrees;
Surendranagar and Bhuj at
40.3 degrees Celsius. While
Ahmedabad recorded the
maximum temperature at
39.8 degrees Celsius, it was
39.3 degrees in Deesa, 39.1
degrees in Kandla Airport,
38.8 degrees in Vadodara,

Manavendrasinh Gohil,
legalisation of same-sex
marriage, marathon hearing
on same-sex marriages in
India, apex court, Chief Justice
DY Chandrachud, indian
express, indian express news

“There is a rising
tendency of maximum
temperature very likely to rise
by 2-4 degrees Celsius in next
3-4 days over Gujarat,”
Mohanty said. However,
towards the weekend, the

mercury is likely to drop with
light showers predicted. “Light
rain with thundershowers is
very likely in the district of
North Gujarat, including
Banaskantha, Sabarkantha,
and Ahmedabad; in the
districts of Saurashtra namely
Bhavnagar, Botad, and
Surendranagar,” the IMD
predicted for April 26. On April
27, light rain with
thundershowers is very likely
in the districts of Sabarkantha,
Aravalli, Panchmahal, Dahod,
Mahisagar, Chhota Udepur,
Dang, Navsari, Valsad, and in
Daman, Dadra Nagar Haveli.

In the districts of
Saurashtra – Bhavnagar,
Botad, and Surendranagar –
similar weather is predicted.

37.4 degrees in Keshod, and
37 degree Celsius in Valsad.

Gay prince' Gohil, same-
sex marriage, LGBTQIA activist

Indian Women's League 1st Time
Happening in Gujarat 16 teams to Clash

Vadodara Plus

 Ahmedabad: All India
Football Federation (AIFF)’s
prestigious Indian Women's
League (IWL) Championship
Tournament begins in
Ahmedabad from Wednesday
26th April 2023. Sixteen teams
from across the country are
participating in this football
tournament which will be
played till 21st May 2023.
Matches of the tournaments
will be played in Shahibaug
Police Headquarter Stadium
and Kankaria TransStadia
Football Ground. The
tournament is being organized
for the first time in the State
of Gujarat. The Gujarat State
Football Association (GSFA)
has hosted the tournament
with the support of
Government of Gujarat’s
sports arm the Sports
Authority of Gujarat (SAG).

About 400 eminent
women footballers will camp
in Ahmedabad during these
days. The champion team
from the 16 different teams
will get an opportunity to play
in the Asian Footbal l
Confederation (AFC)’s club
championship. The senior
footballer scouts will watch
the performance of
prospective players who
might eventually get a chance
to be the part of the Indian
women’s football team in the
FIFA world cup also. In
accordance with the rules of
the tournament, participating
teams are allowed to include
3 foreign players also in the
team. It is expected that
during the tournament, the
Indian players will have a
chance to get an exposure
and opportunity to play with
players from Nepal, Brazil,
Kenya, Ghana, Malaysia,
Cameroon and United States.
Large number of volunteers
and budding footballers have
been busy organising the
matches of the tournament
under the direct monitoring of
the GSFA secretary Shri
Mulrajsinh Chudasama
whose mobile number is
94262 56444 for more
information. The tournament
is being organized for the first

Admission to Gyansetu schools: RTE Forum asks Gujarat
education department to cancel entrance test

Photo show for tribal kids’
education in Vadodara

time in the State of Gujarat.
The Gujarat State Football
Association (GSFA) has hosted
the tournament with the
support of Government of
Gujarat’s sports arm the
Sports Authority of Gujarat
(SAG). About 400 eminent
women footballers will camp
in Ahmedabad during these
days. The champion team
from the 16 different teams
will get an opportunity to play
in the Asian Footbal l
Confederation (AFC)’s club
championship.

VADODARA: A two-day
photography exhibition of
photographs clicked by
Urvashi Devi, a royal scion of
the erstwhile Devgadh Baria
state was inaugurated in the

city on Saturday. The
proceeds from the exhibition
will be used to fund education
of tribal students.

Speaking to media
persons, Urvashi Devi said that
the photographs were clicked
in Devgadh Baria and
surrounding areas. She added
that the proceeds will be used
for the education of tribal
students. The family operates
an Ashram Shala as well as a

school in Devgadh Baria.
Most of the photographs

depict the forests around
Devgadh Baria. These include
wild flowers which are often
not seen outside the jungles.
The exhibition was
inaugurated by member of the
royal Gaekwad family Rajmata
Shubhanginiraje Gaekwad.
The photographs will be on
display at the Akruti Art
Gallery near Kirti Mandir.

AHMEDABAD: Protesting
against the common entrance
test announced by the state
government for admission to the
newly set up Gyansetu schools,
RTE Forum, an organization of
parents and activists, recently
held a panel discussion. After the
discussion, the group wrote to
the education department
demanding that the test be
cancelled. They stated it was
illegal to conduct the entrance
test for admission to the primary
sections under the Right to
Education Act 2009. Under its

Mission School of Excellence
Project, the state government
has decided to set up 50
Gyanshakti residential schools,
25 Gyanshakti tribal residential
schools, 400 Gyansetu day
schools and 10 Raksha Shakti
schools. These are being set up
under the public-private
partnership funding model to
provide free education to bright
students of Class 6-8 in private,
grant-in-aid and public schools
and who come from financially
weaker sections.The common
entrance exam for admission to

these schools is scheduled to be
held on April 27. Various school
associations have also been
protesting against the state
government’s decision to set up
Gyansetu schools, saying an
entrance test for admission to
these schools was a violation of
the provisions of the Right to
Education Act 2009.  Rule 2 in
Section 8 of Chapter 3 in rules
framed by the state government
to implement the RTE Act
states, “No school shall accept
donations, conduct parents’
interviews or tests to admit
children.” The letter from RTE
Forum says that the state
government on one hand is
closing grant-in-aid and
government schools and on the
other. After the discussion, the
group wrote to the education
department demanding that the
test be cancelled. They stated it
was illegal to conduct the
entrance test for admission to
the primary sections under the
Right to Education Act 2009.
Under its Mission School of
Excellence Project, the state
government has decided to set
up 50 Gyanshakti residential
schools, 25 Gyanshakti tribal
residential schools, 400
Gyansetu day schools and 10
Raksha Shakti schools.


